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Semantic parsing

• Left over from last time: Zettlemoyer-style  
semantic parsing. 

• Reminder: semantic parsing is the problem of 
constructing formal meaning representation from 
natural-language sentence.

What is the smallest state by area? 
answer(x1, smallest(x2, state(x1), area(x1, x2)))



Combinatory categorial grammar

cookies
NP NP(S\NP)/NP

John eats

S\NP
S

>
<

Leaves justified by lexicon entries, e.g. “John ⊢ NP”. 
> and < are forward and backward application 
Full CCG has more rules, which can make it non-context-free.

Steedman



CCG with semantics

Steedman
cookies

NP NP(S\NP)/NP
John eats

S\NP

S

>

<

j’ λxλy eat’(y)(x) cookies’

λy eat’(y)(cookies’)

eat’(j’)(cookies’)

Lexicon entries specify semantics: John ⊢ NP : j’ 
Forward and backward application also manipulate MRs



Learning semantic CCG grammars

• For every sentence w in training data with MR M, 
start with initial lexicon entry: w ⊢ S : M 

• Iteratively find all ways to split lexicon entry using 
higher-order unification. 

• Select best split and retrain model.

New York borders Vermont ⊢ S : next_to(ny, vt)

New York ⊢ NP : ny borders Vermont ⊢ S \ NP : λx next_to(x, vt)



Some details

• HOU is really powerful and needs to be restricted 
to linguistically appropriate splits. 

• Log-linear model with local syntactic and semantic 
features. 

• Model makes fewer assumptions than Mooney: 
‣ use word alignments only to initialize feature weights 

‣ HOU more powerful in decomposing lambda terms



Evaluation results

System English Spanish
Rec. Pre. F1 Rec. Pre. F1

WASP 70.0 95.4 80.8 72.4 91.2 81.0
Lu08 72.8 91.5 81.1 79.2 95.2 86.5
UBL 78.1 88.2 82.7 76.8 86.8 81.4

UBL-s 80.4 80.8 80.6 79.7 80.6 80.1

System Japanese Turkish
Rec. Pre. F1 Rec. Pre. F1

WASP 74.4 92.0 82.9 62.4 97.0 75.9
Lu08 76.0 87.6 81.4 66.8 93.8 78.0
UBL 78.5 85.5 81.8 70.4 89.4 78.6

UBL-s 80.5 80.6 80.6 74.2 75.6 74.9
Table 1: Performance across languages on Geo250 with
variable-free meaning representations.

System English Spanish
Rec. Pre. F1 Rec. Pre. F1

λ-WASP 75.6 91.8 82.9 80.0 92.5 85.8
UBL 78.0 93.2 84.7 75.9 93.4 83.6

UBL-s 81.8 83.5 82.6 81.4 83.4 82.4

System Japanese Turkish
Rec. Pre. F1 Rec. Pre. F1

λ-WASP 81.2 90.1 85.8 68.8 90.4 78.1
UBL 78.9 90.9 84.4 67.4 93.4 78.1

UBL-s 83.0 83.2 83.1 71.8 77.8 74.6

Table 2: Performance across languages on Geo250 with
lambda-calculus meaning representations.

However, UBL achieves much higher precision and
better overall F1 scores, which are generally compa-
rable to the best performing systems.

The comparison to the CCG induction techniques
of ZC05 and ZC07 (Table 3) is particularly striking.
These approaches used language-specific templates
to propose new lexical items and also required as in-
put a set of hand-engineered lexical entries to model
phenomena such as quantification and determiners.
However, the use of higher-order unification allows
UBL to achieve comparable performance while au-
tomatically inducing these types of entries.

For a more qualitative evaluation, Table 4 shows a
selection of lexical items learned with high weights
for the lambda-calculus meaning representations.
Nouns such as “state” or “estado” are consistently
learned across languages with the category S|NP ,
which stands in for the more conventional N . The
algorithm also learns language-specific construc-
tions such as the Japanese case markers “no” and
“wa”, which are treated as modifiers that do not add
semantic content. Language-specific word order is

System Variable Free Lambda Calculus
Rec. Pre. F1 Rec. Pre. F1

Cross Validation Results
KRISP 71.7 93.3 81.1 – – –
WASP 74.8 87.2 80.5 – – –
Lu08 81.5 89.3 85.2 – – –

λ-WASP – – – 86.6 92.0 89.2
Independent Test Set

ZC05 – – – 79.3 96.3 87.0
ZC07 – – – 86.1 91.6 88.8
UBL 81.4 89.4 85.2 85.0 94.1 89.3

UBL-s 84.3 85.2 84.7 87.9 88.5 88.2

Table 3: Performance on the Geo880 data set, with varied
meaning representations.

also encoded, using the slash directions of the CCG
categories. For example, “what” and “que” take
their arguments to the right in the wh-initial English
and Spanish. However, the Turkish wh-word “nel-
erdir” and the Japanese question marker “nan desu
ka” are sentence final, and therefore take their argu-
ments to the left. Learning regularities of this type
allows UBL to generalize well to unseen data.

There is less variation and complexity in the
learned lexical items for the variable-free represen-
tation. The fact that the meaning representation is
deeply nested influences the form of the induced
grammar. For example, recall that the sentence
“what states border texas” would be paired with the
meaning answer(state(borders(tex))). For this
representation, lexical items such as:

what � S/NP : λx.answer(x)

states �NP/NP : λx.state(x)

border �NP/NP : λx.borders(x)

texas �NP : tex

can be used to construct the desired output. In
practice, UBL often learns entries with only a sin-
gle slash, like those above, varying only in the di-
rection, as required for the language. Even the
more complex items, such as those for quantifiers,
are consistently simpler than those induced from
the lambda-calculus meaning representations. For
example, one of the most complex entries learned
in the experiments for English is the smallest �
NP\NP/(NP |NP ):λfλx.smallest one(f(x)).

There are also differences in the aggregate statis-
tics of the learned lexicons. For example, the aver-
age length of a learned lexical item for the (lambda-

(on Geoquery 880 corpus)



The knowledge bottleneck

• Inference requires formalized knowledge about the 
world and about the meanings of words.

Which genetically caused connective tissue 
disorder has severe symptoms and complications 
regarding the aorta and skeletal features, and, very 
characteristically, ophthalmologic subluxation?

Marfan's is created by a defect of the gene that 
determines the structure of Fibrillin-11. One of the 
symptoms is displacement of one or both of the 
eyes' lenses. The most serious complications affect 
the cardiovascular system, especially heart valves 
and the aorta.



Lexical semantics in CL

He's not pining! He's passed on! This 
parrot is no more! He has ceased to be! 
He's expired and gone to meet his 
maker! He's a stiff ! Bereft of life, he 
rests in peace! His metabolic processes 
are now history! He's off the twig! He's 
kicked the bucket, he's shuffled off his 
mortal coil, run down the curtain and 
joined the bleedin' choir invisible!! 
THIS IS AN EX-PARROT!!

Many words are synonymous or at least semantically similar.



Information Retrieval

• In Information Retrieval, we want to find differently 
phrased documents: 
‣ Query: “female astronauts” 

‣ Document: “In the history of the Soviet space program, 
there were only three female cosmonauts: Valentina 
Tereshkova, Svetlana Savitskaya, and Elena Kondakova.” 

• This will only work if system recognizes that 
“astronaut” and “cosmonaut” have similar 
meanings.



Machine Translation

• Knowledge also important to disambiguate 
polysemous words. 

• Famous example by Bar-Hillel (1960): 
‣ “The box is in the pen.” 

• Correct translation depends on sense of “pen”: 
‣ “Die Kiste ist im Stift.” 

‣ “Die Kiste ist im Pferch.”

Bar-Hillel



Classical lexical semantics
entity

physical object

artifact

structure

building complex

plant#1, 
works, 

industrial plant

living thing

organism

plant#2, 
flora, 

plant life

= hyponymy
same node = synonymyhttp://wordnet.princeton.edu/



Classical lexical semantics

• Polysemy: Word has two different meanings that are 
clearly related to each other. 
‣ School #1: institution at which students learn 

‣ School #2: building that houses school #1 

• Homonyny: Word has two different meanings that 
have no obvious relation to each other. 
‣ Bank #1: financial institution 

‣ Bank #2: land alongside a body of water



Word sense disambiguation

• Word sense disambiguation is the problem of tagging 
each word token with its word sense. 

• WSD accuracy depends on sense inventory;  
state of the art is above 90% on coarse-grained senses. 

• Techniques tend to combine supervised training on 
small amount of annotated data with unsupervised 
methods.



Distributional Semantics

• Basic idea (Harris 1951, Firth 1957):  
“You shall know a word by the company it keeps.” 

• What is “tizguino”? 

‣ A bottle of tizguino is on the table. 

‣ Tizguino makes you drunk. 

‣ We make tizguino out of corn. 

• Assumption: Semantically similar words tend to 
occur in the context of the same words.

Harris



Cooccurrence
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grow 15 147 330 517 106 3
garden 5 200 198 316 118 17
worker 279 0 5 84 18 0
production 102 6 9 130 28 0
wild 3 216 35 96 30 0

Figure 108.4: Some co-occurrence vectors from the British National Corpus.
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Figure 108.5: Graphical illustration of co-occurrence vectors.

through counts of context words occurring in the neighborhood of target
word instances. Take, as in the WSD example above, the n (e.g., 2000)
most frequent content words in a corpus as the set of relevant context words;
then count, for each word w, how often each of these context words occurred
in a context window of n before or after each occurrence of w. Fig. 108.4
shows the co-occurrence counts for a number of target words (columns),
and a selection of context words (rows) obtained from a 10% portion of the
British National Corpus (Clear 1993).

The resulting frequency pattern encodes information about the meaning
of w. According to the Distributional Hypothesis, we can model the semantic
similarity between two words by computing the similarity between their co-
occurrences with the context words. In the example of Fig. 108.4, the target
flower co-occurs frequently with the context words grow and garden, and
infrequently with production and worker. The target word tree has a similar
distribution, but the target factory shows the opposite co-occurrence pattern
with these four context words. This is evidence that trees and flowers are
more similar to each other than to factories.

Technically, we represent each word w as a vector in a high-dimensional

23

Co-occurrence matrix from BNC, from Koller & Pinkal 12

see who can grow the biggest flower. Can we buy some fibre, please
Abu Dhabi grow like a hot-house flower, but decided themselves to follow the

as a physical level. The Bach Flower Remedies are prepared from non-poisonous wild
a seed from which a strong tree will grow. This is the finest



Vector space model
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Vectors in a 
high-dimensional  

vector space

1 dimension per context word 
(here: 6 dimensions) 

Picture simplifies to 2 dimensions, 
is only schematic.



Cosine similarity

• Take angle between vectors as measure of similarity. 
‣ (correctly) ignores length of vectors = frequency of words 

‣ similar angle = similar proportion of context words 

• Cosine of angle is easy to compute. 
‣ cos = 1 means angle = 0°, i.e. very similar 

‣ cos = 0 means angle = 90°, i.e. very dissimilar
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cos(~v, ~w) =

Pn
i=1 vi · wipPn

i=1 v
2
i ·

pPn
i=1 w

2
i

cos(tree, flower) = 0.75, i.e. 40° 
cos(tree, factory) = 0.05, i.e. 85°



Result

Introduction The distributional hypothesis

Semantic distances

I main result of distributional
analysis are “semantic”
distances between words

I typical applications
I nearest neighbours
I clustering of related words
I construct semantic map
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Word space clustering of concrete nouns (V−Obj from BNC)
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Semantic map (V−Obj from BNC)
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bird
groundAnimal
fruitTree
green
tool
vehicle

chicken

eagle duck

swan
owl

penguin
peacock

dog

elephant
cow

cat

lionpig

snail

turtle

cherry

banana

pear
pineapple

mushroom

corn

lettuce

potatoonion

bottle

pencil

pen

cup

bowl

scissors

kettle

knife

screwdriver

hammer

spoon

chisel

telephone
boat carship

truck

rocket

motorcycle

helicopter
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Dimensionality reduction

• Raw co-occurrence vectors have very high 
dimension (one for each context word). 

• Typical approach: dimensionality reduction. 
‣ improves efficiency; can filter out random noise 

• For instance, Latent Semantic Analysis reduces 
dimensionality via singular value decomposition.

co-oc matrix = * *



Compositional distrib semantics

• Current trend: Compositional computation of 
distributional representations for larger phrases. 

• E.g. Mitchell & Lapata 08: obtain co-occ vector for 
larger phrase by adding vectors for its parts. 

• Seems linguistically meaningless, but correlates 
with human judgments about similarity.

Lapata



Compositional distrib semantics

• Baroni & Zamparelli 10: “Nouns are vectors, 
adjectives are matrices” (= functions). 
‣ learn matrices for adjectives such that A * N approximates 

co-occ vector for “A N” (for all N) 

• This mirrors functional relations in classical  
semantics construction.

related to the definition of the adjective (mental ac-
tivity, historical event, green colour, quick and little
cost for easy N), and so on.

American N black N easy N
Am. representative black face easy start
Am. territory black hand quick
Am. source black (n) little cost
green N historical N mental N
green (n) historical mental activity
red road hist. event mental experience
green colour hist. content mental energy
necessary N nice N young N
necessary nice youthful
necessary degree good bit young doctor
sufficient nice break young staff

Table 1: Nearest 3 neighbors of centroids of ANs that
share the same adjective.

How about the neighbors of specific ANs? Ta-
ble 2 reports the nearest 3 neighbors of 9 randomly
selected ANs involving different adjectives (we in-
spected a larger random set, coming to similar con-
clusions to the ones emerging from this table).

bad electronic historical
luck communication map
bad elec. storage topographical
bad weekend elec. transmission atlas
good spirit purpose hist. material
important route nice girl little war
important transport good girl great war
important road big girl major war
major road guy small war
red cover special collection young husband
black cover general collection small son
hardback small collection small daughter
red label archives mistress

Table 2: Nearest 3 neighbors of specific ANs.

The nearest neighbors of the corpus-based AN
vectors in Table 2 make in general intuitive sense.
Importantly, the neighbors pick up the composite
meaning rather than that of the adjective or noun
alone. For example, cover is an ambiguous word,
but the hardback neighbor relates to its “front of a
book” meaning that is the most natural one in com-
bination with red. Similarly, it makes more sense
that a young husband (rather than an old one) would
have small sons and daughters (not to mention the

mistress!).
We realize that the evidence presented here is

of a very preliminary and intuitive nature. Indeed,
we will argue in the next section that there are
cases in which the corpus-derived AN vector might
not be a good approximation to our semantic in-
tuitions about the AN, and a model-composed AN
vector is a better semantic surrogate. One of the
most important avenues for further work will be to
come to a better characterization of the behaviour of
corpus-observed ANs, where they work and where
the don’t. Still, the neighbors of average and AN-
specific vectors of Tables 1 and 2 suggest that, for
the bulk of ANs, such corpus-based co-occurrence
vectors are semantically reasonable.

6 Study 2: Predicting AN vectors

Having tentatively established that the sort of vec-
tors we can harvest for ANs by directly collecting
their corpus co-occurrences are reasonable represen-
tations of their composite meaning, we move on to
the core question of whether it is possible to recon-
struct the vector for an unobserved AN from infor-
mation about its components. We use nearness to
the corpus-observed vectors of held-out ANs as a
very direct way to evaluate the quality of model-
generated ANs, since we just saw that the observed
ANs look reasonable (but see the caveats at the end
of this section). We leave it to further work to as-
sess the quality of the generated ANs in an applied
setting, for example adapting Mitchell and Lapata’s
paraphrasing task to ANs. Since the observed vec-
tors look like plausible representations of compos-
ite meaning, we expect that the closer the model-
generated vectors are to the observed ones, the better
they should also perform in any task that requires ac-
cess to the composite meaning, and thus that the re-
sults of the current evaluation should correlate with
applied performance.

More in detail, we evaluate here the composition
methods (and the adjective and noun baselines) by
computing, for each of them, the cosine of the test
set AN vectors they generate (the “predicted” ANs)
with the 41K vectors representing our extended vo-
cabulary in semantic space, and looking at the posi-
tion of the corresponding observed ANs (that were
not used for training, in the supervised approaches)



Conclusion

• “Knowledge bottleneck” is a serious problem in 
computational semantics. 

• Important topic in current research: distributional 
methods for semantic similarity of words. 

• Current trend: Combine this with compositional 
semantics.


